Chaperones are highly sophisticated protein machines that assist the folding of RNA molecules or other proteins. Their function is generally thought to require a fine-tuned and highly conserved structure: despite the recent recognition of the widespread occurrence of structural disorder in the proteome, this structural trait has never been generally considered in molecular chaperones. In this review we give evidence for the prevalence of functional regions without a well-defined 3-D structure in RNA and protein chaperones. By considering a variety of individual examples, we suggest that the structurally disordered chaperone regions either function as molecular recognition elements that act as solubilizers or locally loosen the structure of the kinetically trapped folding intermediate via transient binding to facilitate its conformational search. The importance of structural disorder is underlined by a predictor of natural disordered regions, which shows an extremely high proportion of such regions, unparalleled in any other protein class, within RNA chaperones: 54.2% of their residues fall into disordered regions and 40% fall within disordered regions longer than 30 consecutive residues. Structural disorder also prevails in protein chaperones, for which frequency values are 36.7% and 15%, respectively. In keeping with these and other details, a novel "entropy transfer" model is presented to account for the mechanistic role of structural disorder in chaperone function.-Tompa, P., Csermely, P. The role of structural disorder in the function of RNA and protein chaperones. FASEB
Intrinsically disordered/unstructured proteins and protein domains exist and function without a well-defined 3-dimensional fold (1) (2) (3) (4) . Although these proteins defy the classical structure-function paradigm, they are not exceptions that violate the rule: they are rather common in living organisms (4 -6) and fulfill essential cellular functions (1, 3, 4) . The prevalence of intrinsic disorder has been determined in different functional classes of proteins, and the highest level was found in regulatory, cell signaling, and cancer-associated proteins (7) . Disorder and flexibility have never been comprehensively assessed in chaperones, although sporadic data suggest their presence and functional importance in this protein class.
Chaperones assist RNA molecules or other proteins in reaching their functional 3-dimensional structure. Often, folding of long polypeptide or polynucleotide chains is impeded by kinetic traps (i.e., local energy minima), which are stable enough to halt the folding process for a physiologically significant amount of time. Furthermore, such partially folded or misfolded intermediates tend to undergo irreversible aggregation, which poses a particular danger to the organism. This folding problem can be overcome by the aid of specific chaperone proteins that prevent aggregation and unfold the intermediate to offer another chance for a folding attempt (8, 9) . Chaperone function is structurally and mechanistically rather demanding, as chaperones have to assist the folding of a wide range of unrelated RNAs/proteins in the crowded intracellular milieu. No wonder the appearance of such highly sophisticated protein machines was a critical early evolutionary invention (10) .
The intriguing aspect of disorder in chaperone function and evolution is highlighted by a recent suggestion that the first proteins to come into being were RNA chaperones (11) . It is generally accepted that the biosphere once was dominated by organisms in which RNA was used for information storage and catalysis (12) . Because RNA is especially prone to misfolding (13, 14) , simple proteins with chaperone activity must have conferred a significant selective advantage in a world so highly dependent on RNA function. As the first proteins must have been short and unfolded polypeptides (15) , the presence of disordered sequences in protein chaperones (16 -19) and the recent discovery of fully disordered chaperone-like proteins (20 -22) and structural disorder in RNA chaperones (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) underline the possibility of the critical early contribution, and the likely contemporary significance, of structural disorder in chaperone function.
In this paper, the experimental evidence for the occurrence and functional role of structural disorder in RNA and protein chaperones is reviewed. We show that disordered segments occur in a wide range of chaperones and such regions are often indispensable in functional terms. The general occurrence of structural disorder is further demonstrated by the newly developed predictor for protein disorder (PONDR) algorithm (see the legend of Table 1 ): the frequency of disorganized structure is higher among RNA chaperones than in any other protein class, and is also very high for protein chaperones. The model of entropy transfer for disorder in chaperone function is suggested to contain all the individual examples and the very high frequency of structural disorder observed.
STRUCTURAL DISORDER IN RNA CHAPERONES
It has been noted that structural flexibility is common in RNA/protein recognition processes, as such interactions almost invariably involve conformational changes in the structure of the RNA, the protein, or both (1, 28, 29) . The most prominent examples for such behavior on the part of proteins are various ribosomal proteins (1, 30) , the transcriptional antitermination protein N of bacteriophage (31), the nuclear La protein (32) , and the HIV-1 REV protein (33) ; other examples can be found in the reviews cited above.
These cases, however, are not necessarily relevant with respect to chaperone function, as not all RNA binding proteins are RNA chaperones; they fall into two distinct categories: those of ligands, which stabilize RNA fold via specific binding; and chaperones, which bind folding intermediate(s) of cognate RNA in a somewhat nonspecific manner (14, 32, 34, 35) . Classification of individual proteins is not always straightforward; there are certain cases, however, where structural disorder is found in a protein with a clear-cut RNA chaperone function.
The classical example is the A1 protein of heteronuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP), which effectively promotes renaturation of complementary nucleic acid strands. This protein has an unstructured, Gly-rich carboxyl-terminal domain that is involved in maximal renaturation activity and facilitates assembly of the RNP complex (23) . This observation has led to the general concept that unstructured, sticky and relatively nonspecific appendages accelerate association reactions such as nucleic acid renaturation and macromolecular assembly (36) .
Other convincing examples can be found in HIV and the distantly related yeast Ty3 retrotranposon, which encode for a reverse transcriptase and a nucleocapsid protein (NCp7/9). The nucleocapsid protein has two zinc finger motifs and unfolded amino-and carboxylterminal segments that participate in facilitating strand transfer reactions during reverse transcription (24, 25) . Chaperone effects have been described for ribosomal L5 (27) and S12 (37) proteins, which assist folding of rRNA by a mutual induced fit mechanism. Another example is the prion protein, for which an NCp7-like chaperone function has been demonstrated recently and mapped into the amino-terminal disordered domain (26) .
These examples and the consideration about a possible role of disordered RNA chaperones in early evolution prompted us to assess the general occurrence of structural disorder in the class of RNA chaperones. To this end, we took a recent, unbiased collection of 27 RNA chaperones (14) and predicted their internal disorder by the PONDR predictor (Table 1) . Remarkably, the frequency of disorder in RNA chaperones is much higher than in any other protein class tested so far. In a recent paper, Dunker and colleagues predicted intrinsic disorder in different functional classes of proteins (7) and found the highest level in regulatory, cell signaling, and cancer-associated proteins. The percentage of RNA chaperones containing long disordered regions (Fig. 1A) equals that of regulatory proteins; the percentage of disordered residues (Fig. 1B) is way above the value for regulatory, and thus for any other class of proteins examined (7) . Most conspicuous-and perhaps functionally the most significant-is the difference for long continuous disordered segments: for example, less than 5% of the residues are found in disordered regions longer than 100 residues in regulatory proteins (7); the respective value is 18.5% for RNA chaperones. These remarkable numbers underline the exquisite importance of structural disorder in this protein class.
STRUCTURAL DISORDER IN PROTEIN CHAPERONES
The functional and mechanistic analogy of RNA chaperones with protein chaperones infers a significant amount of disorder in the latter class as well. In mechanistic terms, protein chaperones have been largely considered protein machines, which use the energy of ATP hydrolysis to get folding intermediates over the energy barrier of the folding trap (8, 9) . Structural disorder, however, is unmistakable in these proteins, which points to the possible functional importance of this structural trait here as well.
Most apparent is the presence of structural disorder in two proteins recently recognized to have chaperonelike activity: ␣-synuclein (21, 22) and ␣-casein (20) , which are considered to be disordered along their entire length (3). Disordered segments have been noted in cases of classical protein chaperones, which also have well-structured domain(s). Small heat-shock proteins (Hsps) such as ␣-crystallin (17, 38 -40), Hsp16.9 (41) and Hsp25 (19) consist of a globular, ordered crystallin domain and disordered aminoand/or carboxyl-terminal tail(s) that sometimes undergo induced folding upon oligomerization and substrate binding. Disordered regions have also been described in the chaperonin family, as both the amino-and carboxyl-terminal segments of bacterial GroEL that project into the central, substrate binding cavity of the oligomeric structure are intrinsically unstructured (16, 42) . p23, the co-chaperone of Hsp90, is noted for structural disorder. This protein is composed of an ordered amino-terminal part, which binds Hsp90 in an ATP-dependent manner, and a disordered carboxyl-terminal tail that does not contribute to Hsp90 binding, but is required for chaperone activity (18) . Hsp90 itself contains a highly charged, disorganized hinge region that is necessary for its function in higher eukaryotes (ref 43 and P. Csermely, unpublished data). These examples suggest that structural disorder is present, and may be prevalent, in the class of protein chaperones. To test for this, we collected a representative set of protein chaperones, including the two newly recognized chaperone-like proteins ␣-synuclein and ␣-casein as well as the Escherichia coli, yeast, and human homologues of some sHsps, Hsp60, Hsp70, Hsp90, and Hsp105. Although their incidence of disorder predicted by PONDR (Table 1 ) falls short of that of RNA chaperones, it is still well within the range of regulatory and cell signaling proteins (Fig. 1A, B ). An intriguing aspect of their disorder is that protein chaperones are often devoid of very long disordered regions but contain frequent, scattered short segments, which perhaps points to their spatially better organized, but very flexible and malleable, structure (44) .
STRUCTURAL DISORDER IS INVOLVED IN CHAPERONE FUNCTION
The variety of individual examples and the range of predicted disorder suggest the importance of structural disorder in RNA and protein chaperones. Although functional significance does not necessarily follow from the prevalence of a given feature, in the case of structural disorder there is a great deal of direct evidence for its causal link with chaperone function in both classes.
In the case of RNA chaperones studied for this feature, chaperone function is found to map almost invariably into the disordered segment, as its deletion abolishes activity in most cases. This has been observed for the prion protein (26), hnRNPA1 (23) , and NCp9 (25) . The only exception might be the ribosomal protein L5, for which all substitutions affecting RNA binding clustered into the central, structured region; the consequence of deleting the amino-and carboxylterminal disordered regions has not been tested with this protein, though (27) .
Structural disorder has been noted as a functional feature of protein chaperones. Two newly recognized chaperone-like proteins, ␣-synuclein and ␣-casein, are completely disordered, which indicates that the molecular mechanism of their chaperone function must be linked with their unstructured nature (20 -22) . Removal of the disordered segment by limited proteolysis often abolishes or markedly reduces chaperone activity in other instances, such as for p23 co-chaperone (18), ␣-crystallin (38) , and Hsp25 (19) . The diminution of chaperone activity by decreasing the flexibility of the disordered segment by a point mutation has been demonstrated for ␣-crystallin (17) . A reduction in flexibility of the disordered segment upon direct contact with the partially folded or misfolded substrate protein has been shown by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy and NMR in GroEL (16) and ␣-crystallin (39). Intriguingly, in the case of ␣-crystallin, the disordered carboxyl-terminal extension remains disordered with certain substrates (39); a similar behavior has been witnessed with Hsp25 (19) , indicating a subtle balance of these regions between structural order and disorder in the functional cycle of chaperones.
A MECHANISTIC MODEL OF THE ROLE OF DISORDER IN CHAPERONE ACTION
As seen, structural disorder abounds in chaperones and frequently is involved in chaperone function. In this section we will show that all the diverse mechanistic elements, along with functional information on other disordered/unstructured proteins, can be assembled into a coherent picture of how structural disorder subserves chaperone action. This model appears to apply to RNA and protein chaperones alike, capturing the essence of their mechanistically similar modes of action.
The first mechanistic component to be considered is that disordered proteins/regions often serve as elements that offer a unique versatility in the recognition process. As discussed in recent reviews (1, 3, 4) , such regions can bind several different partners, they may enable an enhanced speed of interaction and they can uncouple specificity from binding strength. Chaperone action may benefit from each of these; in fact, disordered segments do serve as recognition elements in RNA chaperones [La protein (32) , N protein (31), prion protein (26), ribosomal L5 protein (27) , HIV-1 REV protein (33) , and others (1, 29)] and protein chaperones [␣-synuclein (21, 22) , ␣-casein (20), ␣-crystallin (39), and GroEL (42)]. Their capacity to adapt to many binding partners, termed binding promiscuity or one-to-many signaling (1, 3, 6, 45) , may be of particular advantage, as chaperones need to bind a wide range of unrelated, misfolded substrates; this point has been emphasized in the case of the disordered carboxylterminal tail of GroEL (42) . The enhanced speed of interaction enabled by disordered segments (3, 46) is of prime importance in preventing fast aggregation reactions, for example. Finally, uncoupling specificity from binding strength (3, 47, 48) may be of advantage for reversible, still selective, interactions with the partner.
Another key mechanistic element is that disordered segments, once bound directly or via a globular domain, provide a significant solubilizing effect, as demonstrated with protein chaperones such as ␣-synuclein (21, 22) , ␣-casein (20), ␣-crystallin (17, 40) , and Hsp25 (19) ; this may be important in preventing aggregation of their misfolded substrates. As aggregation usually results from the association of exposed hydrophobic surfaces, this effect may simply stem from the highly hydrophilic character of disordered segments (2, 3, 6 ). An additional factor may result from the entropic exclusion effect of disordered segments, which prevents molecules from approaching each other. Such a long-range repulsive force has been described for the disordered regions of microtubule-associated proteins (49) , neurofilaments (50) , and nucleoporins (51), and its contribution has been explicitly stated in the chaperone function of Hsp25 (19) .
An even more subtle contribution of disordered segments to chaperone function may stem from a combination of their capacity of rapid and transient binding of the substrate and the ensuing local ordering, which may "pay" the thermodynamic cost of local substrate unfolding. As kinetically trapped substrates become stuck in a local conformational energy minimum, chaperones assist folding by randomly disrupting the misformed bonds via repeated cycles of binding and release, allowing the substrate to resume search in the conformational space toward the global energy minimum. This usually is thought to require an energydriven active process formulated in mechanistic models such as "iterative annealing" (8) or "chaperone percolator" (9) . A disordered, nonspecific binding segment offers a less demanding and perhaps more ancient mechanism for this chaperoning principle, as the energy demand of local unfolding of the substrate may simply be covered by the binding of the chaperone.
Such an entropy transfer (i.e., the ordering of the chaperone with a concomitant unfolding of the substrate) has in fact been demonstrated for several RNA and protein chaperones. For example, a loss in flexibility upon substrate binding has been shown for the highly flexible apical domain region facing the internal cavity of GroEL (16) and the carboxyl-terminal tail of ␣-crystallin (39) . On the substrate side, a transient elevation of interior flexibility by the chaperone has been observed many times, as in a group I intron by StpA (52) , the TAR element (53) (54) (55) , and tRNA Lys (56) by NCp7 during reverse transcription of HIV-1, mRNA by cold-shock protein (57) , and both the RuBisCO protein (58) and carbonic anhydrase (59) by GroEL.
It should be kept in mind, however, that there are chaperones, such as nucleolin (48) , which stabilize their substrates. In these cases increased binding energy may cover the entropy cost of the organization of both the chaperone and the substrate structure. Similarly, most RNA binding, nonchaperone proteins, such as Cyt-18 or many ribosomal proteins, form a higher affinity protein/RNA complex and induce the stabilization of the bound RNA (60, 61) . Rescuing of the RNA from these complexes often needs bona fide RNA chaperones such as C19 (62) in the case of Cyt-18. To add to the complexity of the entropy transfer reactions, some RNAs can transiently unfold proteins behaving as protein chaperones, as demonstrated for rRNA (63, 64) , and perhaps for the unidentified RNA catalysts of the conformational transition from normal to infectious prions (65) .
Another favorable aspect of substrate unfolding assisted by a disordered chaperone is that despite their local unfolding, different segments/strands of the substrate are kept at a close range by the bound chaperone. This proximity limits the subsequent conformational search and speeds up the folding process, as Figure 2 . The entropy transfer model of the role of structural disorder in chaperone function. A highly schematic summary of the suggested mechanistic role of structural disorder in chaperone action. The model incorporates most of the mechanistic details described for the action of disordered proteins/regions in chaperones (see text); it makes no distinction between RNA and protein chaperones, as their critical mechanistic features are similar. Decisive elements are as follows. 1) A fully disordered chaperone (orange) binds a partially misfolded substrate (RNA or protein, blue) in a relatively nonspecific manner. The recognition segment locally folds (illustrated with green) and anchors the chaperone to the substrate. Naturally, this binding element may already be folded prior to binding; for simplicity, this situation is not shown. 2) A disordered appendage projects away from the substrate and provides a solubilizing effect due to its highly hydrophilic character and entropic exclusion of other molecules. This disordered segment thus prevents aggregation of the substrate. 3) A disordered segment contacts the misfolded part of the substrate. As a result, part of the chaperone becomes ordered (green) whereas the substrate becomes disordered (i.e., locally unfolds due to the reciprocal entropy transfer process). Of course, this secondary binding need not be mechanistically separate from the primary binding event (1), as entropy transfer may already take place upon primary recognition of the substrate. 4) In this state of increased flexibility, the substrate is facilitated in its search through conformational space toward the native conformation by keeping its unfolded segments in close proximity by the folded chaperone. The chaperone may contact and release the substrate several times in rapid succession until it finally releases the properly folded substrate to resume the catalytic cycle.
witnessed by an increase in DNA renaturation speed in the presence of the unstructured carboxyl-terminal domain of hnRNPA1 (23) ; this mechanism may apply to many renaturation and complexation reactions (36) .
We would like to point out that these distinct elements of rapid and versatile binding, solubilization, local unfolding, and proximal positioning of segments of the misfolded substrate by the flexible/disordered region(s) of the chaperone can be assembled into a mechanistic model of chaperone action (Fig. 2) . This novel model, in which protein disorder plays a fundamental mechanistic role, is suggested here to be denoted as the entropy transfer model of chaperone action. Although this model may not always apply in all its details, it probably captures important general aspects of the action of most, if not all, chaperones we know.
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